Using the Snorricam

**ASSEMBLY:**

[ ] Remove the quick release plate from the QR system and affix to bottom of camera.

[ ] Mount to actor. First, connect green strap and tighten. Do not fully tighten it, but just enough so that it's hugging the actor. You want the top of the body brace to be just below the breast/sternum area of actor.

[ ] Put hook of blue strap into the eyelet. Run that around back below armpits of actor and connect other hook to the other eyelet. Tighten strap.

[ ] Once you have the Snorri mounted you can adjust its placement on the body by moving it up or down on the actor’s torso. Once in place, tighten the blue strap fully and make the green strap snug. The green strap does not need to be super tight since it is holding the lower part of the body brace to body. The blue strap must be very tight since it is responsible for holding most of the camera weight up.

[ ] Mount camera to QR system on the Snorricam. Make sure to tighten the locking knob on the QR system.

[ ] Adjust angle of the camera head to your desire and then fully tighten the two black knobs to hold that angle.

**BREAKDOWN:**

[ ] Remove camera from QR system.

[ ] Remove BLUE strap first. Then, remove green strap from actor.

[ ] Remove quick release plate from camera and reaffix to QR system.